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Intro: 
Yeah yeah yeah (echo) yeah yeah yeah 
Yeah yeah yeah (echo) yeah yeah yeah 
Well di gal dem seh dem want a man, true 
To wuk dem very long, yeah, and purlong, dat's right 
Well di gal dem seh some likkle punk jus nah go, 
Some reason dem want di wuk from yasso to Chicago,
terrible 
Anyway.... 

Chorus: 
Gal dem seh dem want a man, to wuk dem very long 
And run di marathon from yasso to Chicago 
Gal dem waan me wuk dem so, and dem waan me set
it so 
Caan wuk dem so dem aggo tell ya seh ya nah go 

Verse 1: 
Me nah no time fi no massage, 
Cah di gal dem want di wuk and dem want it hard 
Brassiere pop off and me fling way di.... 
When me draw di door and she shout oh lawd 
Me whey mad like cow, dem go put in charge 
Me no accept defeat nor no sabotage 
Me ah sweat water run like di Matalon Barge 
All when di tune done me still ah press record 
Me still nah pull up when me a get nuff applause 
Performance ah di year is surely my award Because..... 

Chorus 

Verse 2: 
Well gimme di mother or di aunt 
And I will tek di daughter pon di side in advance 
Cah from a day me pass and hear di gal dem a chant 
Everlasting and blasting, is dat dem want 
And dem a demand it nah tell dem ya can't 
Jus like a rocket me seh gal fi launch 
Gal all ah ball but dem nah get no chance 
Inna dem soil ah me seed me waan plant 
Because.... 
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Chorus 

Verse 3: 
If ya no wuk dem so well 
And ya gi dem di world ya know dem still gwine to tell 
Dat frien' outta road you is a big eggshell 
One round gone, and ya run ah ring bell 
Dem pretty like a queen or a earth angel 
I don't care, cah mi don't name skettel 
Gal all ah ball and dem start rebel 
Gonna wuk, den ah(I) gonna sen dem to hell 
Because.... 

Dem seh dem want a man, fi wuk di marathon 
And run it very long from yasso to Chicago 
Gal dem waan me wuk it so, and dem waan me set
dem so 
Caan wuk dem so dem only tell ya seh ya nah go 

Repeat Verse 1
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